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[Master's Teaching]
I often say that life is the most precious thing in this world. The profession of saving lives is
therefore a very noble one. It is a very tough job, however—for doctors, nurses, technicians,
and other medical personnel alike. The patients also do not have it easy, because they endure
a lot of pain and suffering. Since a person can suddenly become ill, and accidents can happen
to anyone at any time, medical professionals will need to be ready and prepared to treat
patients at any given moment. So, the job can be quite busy and stressful. Under such
pressures, many medical personnel start to lose sight of the value and significance of their
work. It becomes only a means for them to earn money to support themselves and their family.
They go to work without much willingness and end up not being happy on the job.

When I have the opportunity to speak to our medical staff, I would often encourage them to
learn from the Tzu Chi volunteers who come to our hospital to care for the patients. These
volunteers normally do charity work in their community. They devote their time and efforts to
helping the poor and others in difficult circumstances, giving them love and support. For our
volunteers, helping people is their mission. When they see people in need getting the help they
need, they feel very happy. They feel a sense of accomplishment and inner peace to know that
they've done something good for another fellow human being.
The work of medicine is like that of charity. The essence of it is to help patients and alleviate
their suffering. In our hospital , medical staff sometimes make house calls to follow up on some
of their patients. When they see the patients in their living environment, they see for themselves
how the treatment they gave has helped lessen the people's suffering and made their lives
easier. Because of this, the medical personnel feel a renewed sense of purpose. From that time
on, they go to work with a sense of mission. The content of their work hasn't changed, but
because they have rediscovered their work's meaning and purpose, they come to have a very
different inner experience. With this change in perspective, although the work is still just as
tough and demanding, they do it joyfully and find their job very satisfying.
Source: Nursing Journal

Драм &quot; mkvmerge скачать &quot; тут же поднял глаза вверх.

На первый взгляд, в них &quot; алавар скачать кряк &quot; трудно было распознать
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собак фу.

Живую ткань для трансплантации они &quot; ради слов слишком мало слов скачать &quot
; брали из пузатых бочек, стоящих позади кожаных кресел, где хранился материал
&quot;
приколы для веб камер скачать
&quot; для наращивания мышц.

Затем сзади ему на загривок опустился кулак, и Борель &quot; песни с днем рождения
детские скачать
&quot;
рухнул.

Я похож на Мерлина, пойманного заклинанием &quot; Дадановский улей чертеж &quot; в
ловушку что не мешает мне слушать и слышать новости.

Странное это было ощущение, переходить &quot; скачать картинки вампира &quot; из
одного в другого, потому что мне казалось, будто &quot;
скачать на телефон заставку часы
&quot; я не сдвинулся с места, хоть и ощутил внезапный &quot;
скачать икеа планировщик кухонь
&quot; груз медвежьей головы, &quot;
скачать акапеллы рэп
&quot; увидел, как кабанья проплыла мимо и опустилась на плечи Джека.
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